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Summary
Our investigations concern short and very short lived low excited nuclear
states which decay by electromagnetic radiation or by emission of
internal conversion electrons. In our context short means shorter than
about 10-a seconds and aery shofi means shorter than is measurable at
present with pure electronical methods , i.e. shorter than about 10-10 or
10-11 seconds. Commonly transitions having short or very short decay
times are of dipole or quadrupole character: our investigations deal with
Ml, M2 and E2-transitions.
The investigated Ml-transition is the decay of the 40 keV state in the
odd-odd nucleus 208T1. The experimental procedure of the lifetime
measurement is described in chapter IV: it uses the conversion line shift
caused by a-recoil. The experimental lifetime z: (3.8+ 1.5) x 10-12 sec
yielding a y-lif.e1':rme ry:(1.1;f0.5) x t0-to sec is consistent with configura-
tions (rr/r, gr/r) both for the 40 keV state and the ground state of 208T1 as
calculated by de-Shalit [Sh57] using a neutron-proton particle model.
The M2-transition investigated in 85Rb occurs from the gn72 state at
516 keV to the f572 ground state. The lifetime of the gr7, state has been
measured by r delay to pulse height conversion method (chapter II).
The result r: (8.9+0.4) x f O-t sec is 70 times larger than the Weisskopf
estimate. A survey (table II.1) is given of M2-transitions that have been
Íound up to now and the large retardation factors are considered. in view
of some models. Nilssons calculations combined with the strong coupling
approximation of the collective model of Bohr and Mottelson can account
Íor the retardation of the 516 keV transition in 85Rb and probably also
for that of the other M2-transitions.
Some E2-transition probabilities of rotational states in even-even nuclei
are considered in chapter III. They have been measured using the delayed
coincidence method. Our results are:
84 keV transition in 1?0Yb, r: (23.1+I.0) X 10-10 sec
241 keV transition in 220EíÍ1, r: $.f +1.6) X 10-10 sec
85 keV transition in 224R&, r: (10.8+2.2)X 10-10 sec
in accordance with the collective model.
The first of these transitions has been measured in the capture decay of



















The last transition has been measured also with the conversion line shiït
method in order to check this method. The result of the latter measurement
agrees within the experimental eïror with the delayed coincidence life-
time result.
The magnetic lens spectrometer is described in chapter V of this thesis,
chapter VI deals with the preparation of formvar and zaporr foils and the
estimation of the thickness of these foils and of metal layers evaporated
on foils.
Chapter VII finally describes the penetration of 212Pb+2l2Bi-sources in
their backing when collected in the traditional way from an emanating
source [Ha09]. This penetration, mainly due to diffusion of 220Ent, partiy
due to the a-recoil of daughter nuclei of 220Em is considerable, on the
average about f 00 pg/cm2. This forced us to look for new source prepara-
tion techniques in order to obtain the extremely thin sources used for
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